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PUTTING PLASTIC UNDER PRESSURE
There is no denial that plastic is
a growing problem in the world
for all of us.

In the 2017 Budget, the Government called for evidence
into using a tax system or charge to tackle the use of
single use plastics and received 162,000 responses; at
Budget 2018 the new tax was announced, coming into
action from April 2022.

We have all seen at least one instance of damage
to our environment that has been caused by plastic;
from refineries drilling for raw materials and processing
crude oil, to landfills and incinerators, and plastic waste
escaping controlled systems into our countrysides and
oceans.

A consultation was launched in February 2019 seeking
input on the initial proposals for the design of the tax
with a summary of the findings published in July 2019.

Although plastic has become a staple of our daily lives;
from being used for electronic devices and medical
equipment, to car parts and even our clothes. Singular
use plastics in particular have come under the biggest
criticisms, and packaging forms a large percentage of
this.

PLASTIC PACKAGING TAX

RATES & implications
The Plastic Packaging Tax is a new charge to provide a
clear economic incentive for producers, importers and
consumers to supply and consume plastic packaging
containing recycled content in order to stimulate
increased levels of recycling and collection of plastic
waste to divert it away from landfill or incineration.

TAX IN BRIEF:

It is perceived to therefore create a greater demand
for recycled materials and create a more sustainable,
circular economy.

THE PLASTIC PACKAGING TAX WILL
APPLY TO PLASTIC PACKAGING
PRODUCED OR IMPORTED INTO THE
UK CONTAINING LESS THAN 30%
RECYCLED CONTENT.

£200 per tonne LEVY charged
ON ALL PLASTIC PACKAGING

Plastic packaging is considered as packaging that is
predominantly plastic by weight, and regardless of
whether the packaging is filled or unfilled.
For plastic packaging that contains less than the 30%
recycled content, this will be taxed at a rate of £200
per tonne. The tax is chargeable on all liable packaging
unless liable businesses can provide valid evidence that
the packaging in question contains the minimum 30%
recycled content.
There will be exemptions for producers and importers
of 10 tonnes plastic packaging per annum in order
to mitigate against disproportionate burdence in
comparison to the tax liability.

While it is assumed the tax
can pose a financial threat to
businesses, consumers are being
advised to act now
Manupackaging UK are already working with customers
to implement recycled content alternatives and reduce
overall packaging consumption.

PLASTIC PACKAGING WITH 30%
RECYCLED CONTENT IS EXEMPT
(ON SUBMISSION OF VALID CERTIFICATION)

FURTHER EXEMPTION
PLASTIC TAX WILL NOT APPLY TO
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS
HANDLING LESS THAN 10 TONNES OF
PLASTIC PACKAGING ANNUALLY

SOLVING THE PLASTIC PUZZLE

CREATING A CIRCULAR ECONOMY
It’s common knowledge that
natural resources are used to
produce virgin MATERIAL
- at Manupackaging uk, this is the
PLASTIC puzzle we need to solve.
By developing products with recycled content, this will
stimulate recycling processes in order to accommodate
the greater demand; combine this with the tax incentive
and a more circular economy is produced that would
not only reduce waste to landfill or incineration, but
gradually take the strain off using natural resources.
Although the handling of it is currently subject to
the availabiity of local facilities, all of our packaging
products are, in fact, already recyclable, and we as a
manufacturer, importer and supplier also have a duty
to educate our customers (and their own customers)
on the correct handling of packaging waste in order
to contribute towards achieving the circular economy
through more vigilant recycling practice.

PRE-TAX PLASTIC LIFECYCLE
Natural resources are being excessively
used for the production of plastic products.

Plastic packaging (film,
bubble, tape, bags etc.) is
currently used only once
before disposal.

Unrecycled waste plastic ends up being
sent to landfill or incineration.

PROJECTED POST-TAX CIRCULAR PLASTIC ECONOMY
2.

... creating demand for
manufacturing and consuming tax
exempt recycled products...

1.

Impose tax on plastic
packaging containing less
than 30% recycled content...

3.

... to stimulate increased recycling
schemes and availabilty...

4.

... to gradually reduce reliance on
natural resources and waste volume
going to landfill or incineration

EVERYBODY CAN CONTRIBUTE

OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO EDUCATE
the more that we can recycle
now, the faster the circular
economy can be achieved and the
more effective it becomes for
everybody.
This is why all of Manupackaging’s stretch films,
regardless of recycled content or not, have been and
will always be 100% recyclable.
While widespread recyclability is achievable, it is
not presently so because of the limited availabilty of
existing recycling facilites able to process plastic in
such volumes efficiently or through deterrence due to
excessive handling costs; as a result it gets refused by
most waste handlers, therefore diverting it to landfill

or incineration, and labelled as “single-use plastic
packaging”.
The problem is not so much the product itself, but
more the ability to handle it. With the aim of Plastic
Tax being to incentivise recycling through demand, it is
hoped that funds from the tax will be used to invest in
more optimised recycling facilities that will eventually be
required to process the greater volumes of recyclable
content needed to meet what is expected to be
increasing demand in recyclate-based products.
The concept is that simple; the sooner more facilities
are created, the more accessible recyclability becomes,
and this is how and why we aim to educate our
customers to be more vigilant - There is an alternate
way to the solution, but not as it has already been made
out to be.

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM

PLASTIC VS. PAPER
AT MANUPACKAGING UK, WE
ACKNOWLEDGE AND DO NOT DISMISS
THE PRESENCE, AVAILABILITY,
FEASIBLILITY OR RECYCLABILITY
OF PAPER-BASED PACKAGING
ALTERNATIVES.
Although we, as a plastic packaging producer and
importer, are redeveloping and refining our products
in-house and with our suppliers to work with recycled
content and use less plastic (per applicaiton and
overall), we do also supply paper-based tapes, onc of
which will be fully compostable!
While the environmentally conscious will immediately
accuse plastic of being one of the most damaging
materials to our environment, we face a tough reality
where plastic will still remain the most optimal material
for purpose; e.g. paper on its own does not posess the
same level of water resistance that plastic does.

An equally present problem
that lies in all materials is how
much of it we use, and how we
are processing them back into a
circular economy.
How much material we are consuming is the problem
Manupackaging UK are trying to solve for applications
where plastic remains the optimal material.
Our goal is to get our customers using less and
educating them to recycle more; not only to minimise
tax implications, but also stimulate recycling schemes All while we work on developing our products to achieve
this and beyond more easily.

STARTING YOUR SOLUTION

STATS

Changing or modifying your packaging process
is a big decision to make; from wondering what
kind of difference the change can make, from both
consumption and financial perspectives, through to
trialling and implementing the changes without affecting
daily operation - At Manupackaging UK, we can make
this a painless and clear process.
We consult with all our customers and remind them that
before committing to any adjustments, they consider
how such changes can or may affect their packaging
lines, and we can help answer the many questions that
need to be answered before a decision is made over
changing the specification of products.
Manupackaging UK offers a FREE technical auditing
service called STATS - By analysing your existing
machinery, the film you are using, how you are wrapping
your pallets and measuring your consumption and
calculating your annual pallet throughput - Our technical
experts will crunch the numbers to provide you with
a bespoke report, giving a full breakdown of your
packaging system, telling you everything from your
overall consumption to your spend per pallet.
Your besoke report will also propose revisions, which
can range from something as simple as changing the
settings on a machine, through to a complete system
redevelopment. Most importantly, your report compares
like-for-like how these proposals could work compared
to your current setup, showing any potential changes
or savings in consumption or cost, or plastic tax
implications.
STATS also covers the trialling and implementation
of any recommendations, as well as regular support
to ensure any reductions or savings are continually
maintained
STATS is also recommended for multi-site customers
who are looking for additional cost savings and
consumption reduction through rationalization across
their network for smarter purchasing.
To book your FREE STATS audit, please get in
contact with one of our technical experts.

WILL A NEW FILM EFFECTIVELY
PROVIDE THE LOAD CONTAINMENT
AND STABILITY my PRODUCTS NEED?

HOW WILL A NEW FILM WORK
WITH my EXISTING SETUP?

WHAT OTHER CHANGES MAY be
NEEDed, OR CAN BE MADE TO THE
EXISTING PACKAGING SETUP?

THE TARGET

ACHIEVING 30%
As a manufacturer and supplier of a range of plastic
packaging products, we know that the 30% recycled
content target is one that is not necessarily achieved
with the same level of ease across the product range.

But the circular economy does not stop there - As
long as it is the right type of plastic, it can continue
to be re-used in other recycled applications where its
stretch capability is not necessary; car trim, playground
equipment, building materials, furniture and more!

The basic science behind this is that as more recyced
content is introduced into new blends, the stretch
potential under standard conditions decreases
(therefore would need more powerful machinery to
stretch, or would not stretch as far before breaking
under tensile stress).

This is why we strive towards continuous research
and development; in order to develop our products to
perform more efficiently and be more environmentally
friendly.

STRETCH FILM

TAPE

BUBBLE

Increased recycled
content can inhibit
stretch capability and
product performance.

The amount of
recycled content has
no effect on product
performance since
tapes rely on adhesion
rather than stretch
performance in order
to work properly so
higher recycled content
percentages are easily
achievable.

Recycled content has
very little effect on
product performance
since bubble is not
intended to stretch; but
an increased stiffness
may be experienced
when using bubble.

While recycled content
films are available,
these may referred to
as power stretch, so
require higher power
machinery to stretch
and apply the film.
Power stretch film may
therefore be unsuitable
for wrapping goods
that have little structural
integrity, and the
tension of the film could
be damaged by the
sheer holding force of
the film.

Since recycled plastic
is also stronger than
unrecycled versions;
recycled tapes can
be further developed
with thinner films,
providing an additional
opportunity for
reducing overall plastic
consumption.

Did you know
Manupackaging have
technically been
introducing recycled
content into bubble we
produce already? Any
mis-formed bubble is
shredded and fed back
into the production line
for re-forming (although
this process does not
make it eligible for
plastic tax exemption).

MITIGATING PLASTIC TAX

USE LESS

At Manupackaging UK, we have identified through the
variety of applications and varying factors that make
each of our customer’s requirements different, one
single universal solution may not ideal for everybody,
and the tax therefore may become unavoidable in favour
of product performance and goods protection.

While we are working towards the ideal of redeveloping
more of our products to include more recycled content,
we can still work with our customers through the STATS
scheme to review and propose adjustments that can
reduce consumption and even save so much that any
plastic tax implication is offset over a greater use or
even negated entirely.

EXAMPLE
Customer A currently wraps 100,000 pallets annually; each pallet has a perimeter of 4.4m and each pallet needs
15 revolutions of 20MU ATX stretch film at 250% pre-stretch.
A STATS audit report proposed changing the film used to 15MU ATX+ to maintain pallet and product stability,
while aiming to reduce overall plastic consumption and achieve cost saving:

1 pallet of
20mu atx

1 pallet of
15mu atx+

difference

1 pallet contains

1 pallet contains

- 46no. 1,560m rolls
= 72,036m film per pallet
- Total film weight (excluding packaging, cores & pallet)
= 662.4kg of plastic
- Film cost
= £1.60 per kg

- 46no. 2,080m rolls
= 95,680m film per pallet
- Total film weight (excluding packaging, cores & pallet)
= 662.4kg of plastic
- Film cost
= £1.70 per kg

Plastic tax charge per pallet:
= £132.48

Plastic tax charge per pallet:
= £132.48

annual usAGe

annual usAGe

37 pallets required annually

28 pallets required annually

- Annual consumption
= 24.3 tonnes of plastic
- Annual cost
= £37,000

- Annual consumption
= 18.2 tonnes of plastic
- Annual cost
= £31,000

24.32% reduced
delivery frequency
16.22%
annual cost saving

Annual plastic tax charge:
= £4,860.00

Annual plastic tax charge:
= £3,640.00

25.1% less
plastic tax annually

annual cost of 20mu atx

annual cost of 15mu atx+

MATERIAL COST PER PALLET WRAPPED

MATERIAL COST PER PALLET WRAPPED

41.9p per pallet

34.6p per pallet

£41,860.00

(37p + 41.9p plastic tax)

£34,640.00

(31p + 3.6p plastic tax)

* All prices for demonstrative purposes only and ay not fully represent actual current product pricing

32.82% extra film
per pallet
6.25% cost increase
per kg

24.32% fewer deliveries

17.24% less
overall annual spend
17.24% less
cost per pallet

MITIGATING PLASTIC TAX

USE LESS AND SAVE EVEN MORE?
It should be noted that the cost savings given in the
last example are based solely on changing the film to
a higher specification; the STATS recommended no
other changes, however there is always the potential
for further reductions in material cost and consumption
if for example, existing machine settings could be
adjusted for increased efficiency, or even more modern
machinery was considered.

Potential cost savings do not
stop there either, additional
savings could be made through:
- REDUCED DELIVERY COSTS (and
reduced CO2 EMISSIONS)
- REDUCED STORAGE COSTS
- REDUCED DOWNTIME THROUGH
FEWER ROLL CHANGES
- REDUCED WASTE MANAGEMENT
COSTS DUE TO LESS CORES & BOXES
(and reduced VOLUME TO LANDFILL
DUE TO RECYCLABILITY)
- MULTI-SITE PRODUCT
RATIONALISATION FOR SMARTER
PURCHASING

MITIGATING PLASTIC TAX

USE RECYCLED, PAY NO TAX!
Plastic tax is, of course, being introduced to incentivise
producers, importers and consumers to manufacture,
supply and use plastic packaging options that include at
least 30% recycled content.

Manupackaging UK launched the Manunature® range
of alternative films, tapes and bubble products, and
currently have the following specifications available
which their use would be exempt from plastic tax:

MANUNATURE® RR
Our current power stretch film, 23MU polyethylene made using
30% post-commercial recycled content; suitable for machinebased application and blended to perform like ATX with a
175% minimum pre-stretch capability.

puncture resistance
holding force
co2 offset rating
cost reduction opportunity

MANUNATURE® RPET-19
A patented hot-melt adhesive tape with a 19MU bi-oriented
polyethylene (BOPET) backing film made using 85% recycled
content from plastic bottles.
RPET-19 also contributes to reduced plastic consumption
thanks to having a 24% thinner backing film compared to
its bi-oriented polypropylene (BOPP) tapes. The thinner film
allows for extra metres of tape on the core without affecting
the overall roll diameter, allowing for easy implementaiton on
existing tape machinery and dispensers without modification.
More meters per roll then contributes to reduced down time
through fewer roll changes, improving product efficiency;
reduced roll numbers then also equates to less packaging and
core waste, decreasing volume and handling costs.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THESE PRODUCTS, OR FINDING OUT HOW MANUPACKAGING
UK CAN HELP YOU REDUCE PLASTIC CONSUMPTION AND PAY LESS PLASTIC TAX,
PLEASE SPEAK WITH YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER FOR MORE INFORMATION

Leafield Estate
Corsham
Witshire
SN13 9SE
01225 812200
www.manupackaging.co.uk
@ManupackagingUK
Manupackaging UK Ltd

